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The electronic journal of combinatorics 5 (1998), #R16 21. IntroductionThe description of cyclic structures is an important problem in graph theory (seee.g. [16]). Cycle bases of graphs have a variety of applications in science and en-gineering, among them in structural analysis [11] and in chemical structure storageand retrieval systems [7]. Naturally, minimal cycles bases are of particular practicalinterest.In this contribution we prove that outerplanar graphs have a unique minimal cyclebasis. This result was motivated by the analysis of the structures of biopolymers. Inaddition we derive upper and lower bounds on the length of minimal cycle basis in2-connected graphs.Biopolymers, such as RNA, DNA, or proteins form well-de�ned three dimensionalstructures. These are of utmost importance for their biological function. The mostsalient features of these structures are captured by their contact graph representing theset E of all pairs of monomers V that are spatially adjacent. While this simpli�cationof the 3D shape obviously neglects a wealth of structural details, it encapsulates thetype of structural information that can be obtained by a variety of experimental andcomputational methods. Nucleic acids, both RNA and DNA, form a special type ofcontact structures known as secondary structures. These graphs are outer-planar andsubcubic, i.e., the maximal vertex degree is 3.A particular type of cycles, which is commonly termed loops in the RNA litera-ture, plays an important role for RNA (and DNA) secondary structures: the energyof a secondary structure can be computed as the sum of energy contributions of theloops. These loops form the unique minimal cycle basis of the contact graph. Ex-perimental energy parameters are available for the contribution of an individual loopas a function of its size, of the type of bonds that are contained in it, and on themonomers (nucleotides) that it is composed of [8]. Based on this energy model it ispossible to compute the secondary structure with minimal energy given the sequenceof nucleotides using a dynamic programming technique [17].2. PreliminariesIn this contribution we consider only �nite simple graphs G(V;E) with vertex setV and edge set E, i.e., there are no loops or multiple edges. G(V;E) is 2-connectedif the deletion of a single vertex does not disconnect the graph.Let G1(V1; E1) and G2(V2; E2) be two sub-graphs of a graph G(V;E). We shallwrite G1 nG2 for the subgraph of G induced by the edge set E1 n E2.The set E of all subsets of E forms an m-dimensional vector space over GF(2) withvector addition X � Y := (X [ Y ) n (X \ Y ) and scalar multiplication 1 �X = X,0 �X = ; for all X;Y 2 E. A cycle is a subgraph such that any vertex degree is even.We represent a cycle by its edge set C. Sometimes it will be convenient to regard Cas a subgraph (VC ; C) of G(V;E). The set C of all cycles forms a subspace of (E;�; �)which is called the cycle space of G. A basis B of the cycle space C is called a cyclebasis of G(V;E) [2]. The dimension of the cycle space is the cyclomatic number or�rst Betti number �(G) = jEj � jV j+ 1.



The electronic journal of combinatorics 5 (1998), #R16 3It is obvious that the cycle space of graph is the direct sum of the cycle spaces of its2-connected components. It will be su�cient therefore to consider only 2-connectedgraphs in this contribution.A elementary cycle is a cycle C for which (VC ; C) is a connected minimal subgraphsuch that every vertex in VC has degree 2. We say that a cycle basis is elementaryif all cycles are elementary. A cycle C is a chordless cycle if (VC ; C) is an inducedsubgraph of G(V;E), i.e., if there is no edge in E n C that is incident to two verticesof VC . We shall say that a cycle basis is chordless if all its cycles are chordless.The length jCj of a cycle C is the number of its edges. The length `(B) of a cyclebasis B is sum of the lengths of its cycles: `(B) = PC2B jCj. A minimal cycle basisis a cycle basis with minimal length. Let c(B) be the length of the longest cycle inthe cycle basis B. Chickering [3] showed that if `(B) is minimal then c(B) is minimal,i.e., a minimal cycle basis has a shortest longest cycle.A cycle C is relevant [13] if it is contained in a minimal cycle basis. Vismara [15]proved the followingProposition 1. A cycle C is relevant if and only if it cannot be represented as a�-sum of shorter cycles.An immediate consequence isCorollary 2. A relevant cycle is chordless. Hence a minimal cycle basis is chordless(and of course elementary).3. Fundamental Cycle BasesIn what follows let G(V;E) be a 2-connected graph.A collection of �(G) cycles in G is called fundamental if there exists an ordering ofthese cycles such that [9, 18]Cj n (C1 [ C2 [ � � � [ Cj�1) 6= ; for 2 � j � �(G) (1)Of course such a collection is a cycle basis. Not all cycle bases are fundamental [9].Lemma 3. An elementary fundamental cycle basis can be ordered such that(i) C1 is an elementary cycle and(ii) Cj n (C1 [ � � � [ Cj�1) = Pj is a nonempty path for 2 � j � �(G).Proof. Let Gi = C1 [ � � � [ Ci. Then �(Gi) � �(Gi�1) + 1 for i � 2 and consequently�(G) = �(G�(G)) � �(G�(G)�1) + 1 � � � � � �(G1) + (�(G) � 1) = �(G). Thereforeequality holds and we have �(Gi) = i, i.e. Bi = fC1; : : : ; Cig is a cycle basis for Gi.Next notice that there exists an ordering for which (1) holds such that Gi is con-nected for all i � 1, i.e. Ci\Gi�1 6= ;. Otherwise there exists a j such that C\Gj = ;for all C 2 BnBj�1 for all orderings satisfying (1). But then Cj[� � �[C�(G) has emptyintersection with Gj�1 = C1 [ � � � [ Cj�1, a contradiction, since G = C1 [ � � � [ C�(G)is 2-connected. Gi is connected since by assumption all Cj are elementary.An immediate consequence is that Cj nGj�1 must be either a path as claimed, oran elementary cycle which has one vertex in common with Gj�1. Otherwise we wouldhave �(Gj) > j. If Cj nGj�1 is a cycle, this one vertex must be a cut vertex of Gj . In



The electronic journal of combinatorics 5 (1998), #R16 4this case, there must be a list of cycles Ck1 , Ck2 , : : : , Ckp in B nBj such that: Ck1 hasedges in common with Gj�1, Ckq has edges in common with Ckq+1 for all q 2 [1; p�1],and Ckp has edges in common with Cj. Then we can reorder the basis by exchangingCj and Ck.A weaker result holds for non-fundamental cycle bases:Lemma 4. Any elementary non-fundamental cycle basis can be ordered such thatC1 [ : : : [ Ci is 2-connected for all i � 1.Proof. Analogously to the proof of lemma 3 there exists an ordering such that Giis connected for all i � 1, i.e. Ci \ Gi�1 6= ;. Otherwise there exists a j such thatC \Gj = ; for all C 2 B nBj�1 for all orderings. But then Cj [ � � � [C�(G) has emptyintersection with Gj�1 = C1 [ � � � [ Cj�1, a contradiction, since G = C1 [ � � � [ C�(G)is 2-connected. Gi is connected since by assumption all Cj are elementary.Similarly there exists an ordering such that Gi is 2-connected for all i � 1. Obvi-ously G1 = Cj is 2-connected, since Cj is elementary. Assume Gj�1 is 2-connected. IfCj\Gj�1 consists of at least two vertices,Gj is 2-connected. If Cj and Gj�1 have onlyone vertex in common (there must be at least one such vertex), then there must be acycle Ck 2 B n Bj which has edges in common with Gj�1 and with Pj. Otherwise Gcannot be 2-connected. Then we can reorder the basis by exchanging Cj and Ck.If B is a non-fundamental cycle basis of G then there is subgraph G0 with cyclebasis B0 � B such that each edge of G0 is contained in at least two cycles of B0[9, prop. 4.2]. Furthermore, the examples of non-fundamental bases in [9] are muchlonger than the minimal cycles bases. One might be tempted therefore to conjecturethat every minimal cycle basis is fundamental. Although this statement is easilyveri�ed for planar graphs (see corollary 13), it is not true in general: Consider thecomplete graph K9 with 9 vertices. It is straightforward (we used Mathematica) tocheck that the following 28 cycles are independent and thus are a basis of the cyclespace, since �(K9) = 28.(1; 2; 3); (2; 3; 4); (1; 3; 5); (3; 4; 5); (2; 4; 5); (2; 5; 6); (1; 5; 6);(1; 4; 6); (3; 4; 6); (2; 6; 7); (3; 6; 7); (1; 3; 7); (1; 4; 7); (4; 5; 7);(2; 7; 8); (5; 7; 8); (1; 5; 8); (1; 6; 8); (4; 6; 8); (2; 3; 8); (3; 8; 9);(4; 8; 9); (1; 4; 9); (1; 2; 9); (2; 5; 9); (5; 6; 9); (6; 7; 9); (3; 7; 9)Here (1; 2; 3) denotes the 3-cycle f(v1; v2); (v2; v3); (v3; v1)g. This basis is minimal,since every cycle has length 3. But it is non-fundamental, since every edge is coveredat least two times.The concept of fundamental has originally been introduced by Kirchho� in 1847[12] in the following way:Suppose T is a spanning tree of G. Then for each edge � =2 T there is uniquecycle in T [ f�g which is called a fundamental cycle. The set of fundamental cyclesbelonging to a given spanning tree form a basis of the cycle subspace which is calledthe fundamental basis w.r.t. T . For details see [14]. It is obvious that a fundamentalbasis w.r.t. a spanning tree is a special case of the fundamental collections de�ned atthe beginning of this section, see also [9].



The electronic journal of combinatorics 5 (1998), #R16 54. Outerplanar GraphsA graph G(V;E) is outer-planar if it can be embedded in the plane such that allvertices lie on the boundary of its exterior region. Given such an embedding we willrefer to the set of edges on the boundary to the exterior region as the boundary B ofG. A graph is outerplanar if and only if it does not contain a K4 or K3;2 minor [1].An algebraic characterization in terms of a spectral invariant is discussed in [4].Lemma 5. An outerplanar graph G(V;E) is Hamiltonian if and only if it is 2-connected.Proof. A Hamiltonian graph is always 2-connected. Suppose G is outerplanar, 2-connected, but not Hamiltonian. 2-connectedness implies that there is no cut-vertex.Thus the boundary B of G is a closed path containing an edge at most once. A vertexx that is incident with more than 2 edges of B must be a cut-vertex of G since itpartitions B into (at least) two edge-disjoint closed paths B0 and B00. Let V 0 and V 00the vertices incident with the edges in B0 and B00, respectively. Outerplanarity impliesthat there are no edges connecting a vertex y 2 V 0 n fxg with a vertex z 2 V 00 n fxg.Thus x is a cut vertex, contradicting 2-connectedness.Lemma 6. A 2-connected outerplanar graph G(V;E) contains a unique Hamiltoniancycle H.Proof. If G is a cycle graph, there is nothing to show. Otherwise denote by H theHamiltonian cycle forming the boundary of G and consider an arbitrary edge � =2 H.By construction G is embedded in the plane such that � = (p; q) divides G into twosubgraphs G1 andG2 with vertex sets V1 and V2 satisfying jVij � 3 and V1\V2 = fp; qg.Now consider two vertices x 2 V1 n fp; qg and y 2 V2 n fp; qg. Since G is outerplanar,each path from x to y passes through p or q. Each elementary cycle containing bothx and y therefore consists of two disjoint paths, one of which passes only through pwhile the other one passes only through q. Thus the edge (p; q) cannot be part ofany elementary cycle containing both x and y, and hence G contains no Hamiltoniancycle di�erent from H.As a consequence there is a unique partition of the edge set E of an outerplanargraph G into the Hamiltonian cycle H and the set of chords K = E n H. It will beconvenient to label the vertices such that the edges in H are (i; i+1) for 1 � i � n�1and (1; n). Without loosing generality we may assume that n is a vertex of degree 2.It will be useful to introduce the following partial order on K:� = (i�; j�) � � = (i�; j�) if and only if i� � i� < j� � j� and � 6= � : (2)We say that � is interior to �. If there is no  2 K such that � �  � � we saythat � is immediately interior to �, � �� �. For each alpha in K we set Y� = f� 2Kj� �� �g. Y� denotes the set of �-maximal elements in K, i.e., the set of contactsthat are not interior to any other contact. Yan's [19] bamboo shoot graphs are exactlythose outer-planar graphs for which (K;�) is an ordered set.



The electronic journal of combinatorics 5 (1998), #R16 6Nucleic acids, both RNA and DNA, form a special type of contact structure knownas secondary structure. A graph G(V;E), with V = f1; : : : ; ng, is a secondary struc-ture if it satis�es(i) The so-called backbone T = f(i; i+ 1)j1 � i < ng is a subset of E.(ii) For each i 2 V there is at most one contact � 2 E n T incident with i.(iii) If (i; j); (k; l) 2 E n T and i < k < j then i < l < j.The contacts in nucleic acids are usually called base pairs. Note that the backbone Tis a spanning tree of G.Lemma 7. A secondary structure graph is connected, outerplanar, and subcubic.Proof. By properties (i) and (ii) it is clear that a secondary structure graph is sub-cubic. Property (iii) implies that, when the vertices are arranged along a circle thenone may draw the chord E n T in the interior of this circle without intersection, i.e.,G is outerplanar. (This is a common representation for drawing RNA secondarystructures.)The converse is not true since outerplanar subcubic graphs do not necessarily haveunbranched spanning trees T .5. Minimal Cycle Bases of Outerplanar GraphsLet (G;V ) be a 2-connected outerplanar graph. The set T = H n f(1; n)g is aspanning tree of G(V;E). The fundamental basis F of the cycle space w.r.t. T (in thesense of Kirchho�) therefore consists of the uniquely determined cycles F� in T [f�g,� 2 K and the Hamiltonian cycle H = T [ f(1; n)g. We de�neC� = "M�2Y�F�#� F� and C� = "M�2Y� F�#�H : (3)Furthermore we setM = fC�j� 2 Kg [ fC�g.Theorem 8. Let G(V;E) be a 2-connected and outerplanar graph. Then M is theunique minimal cycle basis of G.Proof. Consider an edge � 2 K such that Y� = ;, that is, a minimal element of theposet (K;�). We observe that F� = C� in this case.Let G0 be the graph obtained from G by deleting the edges F� n f�g and allvertices that are isolated as a consequence. It is clear that G0 is again a 2-connectedouterplanar graph: Its boundary is the Hamiltonian cycle H 0 = H � C�. The set ofchords of G0 is K 0 = K nf�g. The fundamental basis F 0 of G0 w.r.t. T 0 = H 0nf(1; n)gconsists of H 0 and the cycles F 0�, � 2 K 0, which are obtained by the rule F 0� = F��C�if � � � and F 0� = F� if � 6� �. Furthermore, we have Y 0� = Y� n � and F 0� = C� ifand only if Y 0� = ;.Consider an arbitrary cycle basis B of G. We can construct a cycle basis ~B of Gfrom B that consists of C� and a cycle basis B0 of G0 by the following procedure: Foreach Z 2 B we de�ne Z 0 = Z if Z \ C� = ; or if Z \ C� = f�g. In the remaining



The electronic journal of combinatorics 5 (1998), #R16 7cases, where Z \C� 6= f�g or ; because Y� 6= ;, we set Z 0 = Z�C� = (Z nC�)[f�g.We have to distinguish three cases:(i) C� 2 B and Z = Z 0 for all other cycles. Then B = ~B = B0 [ fC�g and`(B) = `(B0) + jC�j.(ii) C� 2 B, but there is at least one cycle Z 0 2 B satisfying Z 0 6= Z. The length ofthis cycle is jZ 0j = jZj � jC�j+ 2 < jZj, i.e., `( ~B) < `(B).(iii) C� =2 B. Then there is at least one cycle Z 0 6= Z and all Z 0 are non-empty. SinceC� is independent of all Z 0 there must be at least on dependent cycle in the setfZ 0jZ 2 Bg, which must be removed in order to obtain the basis B0. The lengthof this cycle is of course at least 3. Thus`( ~B) � `(B) + jC�j � jZj+ jZ 0j � 3 = `(B) + jC�j � jC�j+ 2� 3 = `(B)� 1 ;and ~B is strictly shorter than B in this case, too.Thus, if B is a minimal cycle basis of G, then cases (ii) and (iii) cannot occur, i.e., aminimal cycle basis of G consists of C� and a minimal cycle basis B0 of G0.Repeating this argument jKj times shows that each cycle C�, � 2 K, must becontained in any minimal cycle basis of G. The remainder G� of G after all cyclesC�, � 2 K are removed by the above procedure is composed of Y� and those edges ofH that are not contained in any of the cycles C�. The edge set of G� is the chordlesscycle C�. Thus fC�g [ fC�j� 2 Kg =M is therefore the only minimal cycle basis of�.Let G(V;E) be a planar graph, and let fQ̂jg be the collection of faces in a givenembedding in the plane. Each face Q̂j uniquely de�nes the cycle Qj which forms itsboundary. The collection of cycles fQjg, j = 1; : : : ; �(G), is a cycle basis of G. Anycycle basis obtained in this way is called a planar cycle basis.12 3 4 5678
Figure 1. Hamiltonian planar graph with a non-planar minimal cyclebasis. It is easy to verify that this graph has no planar embedding withthe face Q = (1; 2; 6; 5). A minimal cycle basis contains Q and twoof the cycles (2; 3; 4; 5; 6), (1; 2; 6; 7; 8), (1; 2; 3; 4; 5), and (1; 5; 6; 7; 8).Hence `(M) = 14 while the planar bases have `(M) = 15.It is natural to ask whether every planar graph has a minimal cycle basis that isalso planar. The answer to the question is negative in general, as �gure 1 shows.



The electronic journal of combinatorics 5 (1998), #R16 8Corollary 9. M is planar cycle basis with length `(M) = 2jEj � jV j.Proof. The cycle basis M is the planar basis obtained by embedding G in such away in the plane that the Hamiltonian cycle H becomes the outer boundary. Byconstruction we have `(M) = jHj+2jKj. Using jHj = jV j and jKj = jEj � jV j leadsto the desired result.We now turn to an algorithm for �nding the unique minimal cycle basis of anouterplanar graph. Since our investigation is motivated by RNA secondary structures,we assume that the backbone of the outerplanar graph, i.e. the Hamiltonian-cycle isalready given.The basic idea of algorithm 1 is to �nd the minimal cycles C� described in the proofof theorem 8. When such a cycle is found, it is added to the cycle basis and \choppedo�" the graph. Step 1 generates an ordered list of V (along the Hamiltonian cycle).It is best implemented as linked list of pointers to the vertices. Steps 8 and 9 pushevery contact (and (1; n)) that have not already been processed on the stack. Steps 3and 4 pop all contacts incident to the current vertex i from the stack. By corollary 9the ordering of the edges used in step 8 ensures that the cycle generated in steps 5and 6 are chordless and all vertices except i and kj in P have degree 2. Hence theyare part ofM. In step step 7 they are \chops o�" taking advantage of the fact thatV is a linked list. It is easy to see that this algorithm is of order O(jV j). We illustratethe algorithm in Figure 2.It is interesting to note that the fundamental basis F can be easily expressed interms of the minimal cycle basisM:F� = C� � hL�2Y� F�i = C� � hL�2Y� C� � hL2Y� Fii= C� � hL�2Y� C� � hL2Y� C � hL�2Y F�iii = : : :The expansion eventually stops if Y = ; and hence F = C . Clearly, the nestedsums contain each bond in W� = f� 2 Kj� � �g, the set of contacts interior to �,and � itself exactly once. Therefore we haveF� = M�2W�[f�gC� :Analogously one �nds H = "M�2Y� F�#� C� = "M�2KC�#� C� :6. Upper Bounds on min `(B)In [10, theorem 6] an upper bound for the length of a minimal cycle basisM of anarbitrary graph G(V;E) is given:`(M) � 3(jV j � 1)(jV j � 2)=2: (4)While this bound is sharp for complete graphs [5], it can be improved substantiallyfor planar graphs.



The electronic journal of combinatorics 5 (1998), #R16 9algorithm 1 �nd minimal cycle basis of outerplanar graphsInput: adjacency matrix, Hamiltonian cycle f1; : : : ; ng1: V  (1; : : : ; n).2: for all vertices i, 1 � i � n do3: while there is an edge (i; kj) at the top of the stack do4: pop edge (i; kj) from stack.5: P  path from kj to i in V .6: add cycle P [ f(i; kj)g to cycle basis.7: remove vertices in P n fi; kjg from V .8: for all edges (i; kj), n � k1 > k2 > : : : > i+ 1 do9: push edge (i; kj) on stack.87 6 5 4321i step action bottom stack top V0 beginn empty empty1 make list empty (1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8)1 9 push (1; 8) (1; 8) (1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8)2 9 push (2; 8) (1; 8); (2; 8) (1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8)2 9 push (2; 5) (1; 8); (2; 8); (2; 5) (1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8)3 9 push (3; 5) (1; 8); (2; 8); (2; 5); (3; 5) (1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8)4 none (1; 8); (2; 8); (2; 5); (3; 5) (1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8)5 4{7 create (3; 4; 5; 3) (1; 8); (2; 8); (2; 5) (1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 7; 8)5 4{7 create (2; 3; 5; 2) (1; 8); (2; 8) (1; 2; 5; 6; 7; 8)5 9 push (5; 8) (1; 8); (2; 8); (5; 8) (1; 2; 5; 6; 7; 8)5 9 push (5; 7) (1; 8); (2; 8); (5; 8); (5; 7) (1; 2; 5; 6; 7; 8)6 none (1; 8); (2; 8); (5; 8); (5; 7) (1; 2; 5; 6; 7; 8)7 4{7 create (5; 6; 7; 5) (1; 8); (2; 8); (5; 8) (1; 2; 5; 7; 8)8 4{7 create (5; 7; 8; 5) (1; 8); (2; 8) (1; 2; 5; 8)8 4{7 create (2; 5; 8; 2) (1; 8) (1; 2; 8)8 4{7 create (1; 2; 8; 1) empty (1; 8)stop Figure 2. Example for algorithm 1



The electronic journal of combinatorics 5 (1998), #R16 10First we need the following simple observations:Proposition 10. Let G(E; V ) be a 2-connected graph. ThenjEj � 3 jV j � 6 if G is planar. (5)jEj � 2 jV j � 3 if G is outerplanar. (6)These bounds are sharp for all jV j � 3.The result on planar graphs is an immediate corollary of Euler's formula for poly-hedra. The upper bound on outerplanar graphs follows from a theorem by G.A. Dirac[6] stating that for any graph not containing K4 as a minor we have jEj � 2jV j � 3.A bamboo-shoot graph [19] consisting of n triangles has n0 = n + 2 vertices and2n + 1 = 2n0 � 3 edges. Consider the graph Gn recursively obtained by adding avertex n which is connected to the three vertices labeled n� 1, 1, and 2 of Gn�1. Weset G3 = K3, the cycle of length 3. It is obvious that these graphs are all planar,and Gn has 3 edges and 1 vertex more than Gn�1. Thus Gn has n vertices and3(n � 3) + 3 = 3n� 6 edges.We can translate the above result into upper bounds for the lengths of a minimalcycle bases that depend only on the number of vertices:Theorem 11. Let G(E; V ) be a 2-connected planar graph with a minimal cycle basisM. Then `(M) � 6 jV j � 15 if G is planar. (7)`(M) � 3 jV j � 6 if G is outerplanar. (8)Proof. Analogously to the proof of proposition 10 we �nd for the planar case `(M) �2 jEj � 3 � 2 (3 jV j � 6) � 3 = 6 jV j � 15 by (5) as claimed. Similarly for the outerplanar case: `(M) = 2 jEj � jV j � 2(2 jV j � 3) � jV j = 3 jV j � 6 which is (8).
Figure 3. A Hamiltonian planar graph for which inequality (7) is sharp.It is not possible to improve the bound (7) for planar Hamiltonian graphs, see theexample in �gure 3. Similar examples for jV j = 2m + 1 can be constructed by thefollowing recipe:1. Start with a 2m-gon.2. Insert the center as additional vertex c and add edges (c; i) for 1 � i � 2m.



The electronic journal of combinatorics 5 (1998), #R16 113. Insert edges (1; 3), (3; 5), (5; 7), : : : .4. Insert edges (1; 5), (5; 9), (9; 13), : : : , and so on.Lemma 12. Let G(V;E) be a 2-connected planar graph. Then `(M) � 2jEj � g(G),where g(G) denotes the girth of G.Proof. A planar cycle basis contains each \interior" edge twice, while the edges ofthe outer boundary appear only once. The length of the outer boundary is at leastg(G).As an immediate consequence we haveCorollary 13. Every minimal cycle basis of a planar graph is fundamental.Proof. Suppose B is not fundamental. By [9, prop. 4.2] we can assume that here isa subset B0 � B such that (i) B0 is a minimal cycle basis for G0, the subgraph of Ginduced by B0, and (ii) B0 covers every edge of G0 two or more times. We can assumethat G0 is 2-connected; otherwise consider G00 with minimal cycle basis B00 where G00is a 2-connected subgraph of G0 with minimal cycle basis B00 � B0 is a subset. (Notethat B00 necessarily covers every edge of G00 two or more times.) Thus `(B0) � 2jE0j.But since every planar cycle basis has length `(B) < 2jEj by lemma 12, B0 cannot bea minimal cycle basis of G0, and the proposition follows.7. Lower Bounds on `(B)Theorem 14. Let G(V;E) be a 2-connected graph and B a cycle basis of G. Then`(B) � 2jEj � jV j (9)If equality holds, then the cycle basis B is minimal. Equality holds for a basis if andonly if for every vertex v 2 V the number of cycles c 2 B through v is dv � 1, wheredv denotes the degree of v.Proof. Let Sv denote the graph induced by all edges incident to v (Sv is a star ofdiameter 2 with dv edges). The edge set Ev of Sv with the addition � forms a dv-dimensional vector space. Let Tv denote its sub space where each element consists ofan even number of edges. As can easily be veri�ed, dim(Tv) = dv � 1.Let Cv denote the vector space (fC \ Sv : C 2 Cg;�; �). It is obvious that Cv � Tv.Moreover for all C 2 Cv that consists of exactly 2 edges, there exists a C 0 2 C withC = C 0 \ Sv and thus Cv � Tv. Otherwise every cycle C in G has vertex v as doublepoint and hence v was a cut vertex of G, a contradiction to G being 2-connected.Therefore Cv = Tv is spanned by Bv = fC \ Sv : C 2 B; C \ Sv 6= ;g. ConsequentlyjBvj � dim(Tv) = dv � 1 and `(Bv) � 2 dv � 2, since every C 2 B contains at leasttwo edges. Notice that jEj = 12Pv2V dv (every edge is incident to 2 vertices) and`(B) = 12Pv2V `(Bv) (every edge is contained in the stars Svi centered at two verticesv1 and v2). Hence we �nd`(B) = 12Xv2V `(Bv) �Xv2V (dv � 1) = 2 jEj � jV j



The electronic journal of combinatorics 5 (1998), #R16 12i.e., inequality (9). Equality holds if and only if Bv is a basis of Tv. Thus the statementfollows.Theorem 15. Let G(V;E) be a 2-connected graph with a elementary cycle basis B.Then `(B) = 2jEj � jV j if and only if B is a fundamental cycle basis such thatjCi \ (C1 [ � � � [Ci�1)j = 1 for all 2 � i � �(G) (i.e. consists of exactly one edge). Inthis case B is a minimal cycle basis.Proof. By lemmata 3 and 4 we can order the cycle basis B such that C1 [ � � � [ Ci is2-connected. Thus Ci \ (C1 [ � � � [ Ci�1) consists of at least one edge.Let �(G) = 2jEj � jV j. Let Ei denote the edge set of Gi and let Vi and V (Cj)denote the vertex sets of Gi and Cj , respectively. Then we �nd�(Gi) = 2jEij � jVij= 2(jEi�1j+ jCij � jEi�1 \ Cij)� (jVi�1j+ jV (Ci)j � jVi�1 \ V (Ci)j)= (2jEi�1j � jVi�1j)+(2jCij � jV (Ci)j)� (2jEi�1 \ Cij � jVi�1 \ V (Ci)j)= �(Gi�1) + jCij � (jEi�1 \ Cij � �i)since jCij = jV (Ci)j and jVi�1\V (Ci)j = jEi�1\Cij+�i, where �i denotes the numberof connected components (i.e. paths) in Ci n Ei�1. The latter equality holds becauseCi is elementary. Notice that the number of components in Ci \ Ei�1 = �i if �i � 1and 1 otherwise, since Ci is elementary. Thus jEi�1 \ Cij � �i and�(Gi) � �(Gi�1) + jCijEquality holds if and only if jEi�1 \ Cij = �i.Let Bi = fC1; : : : ; Cig. We have `(B1) = jC1j = 2jE1j � jV1j = �(G1) since C1 isan elementary cycle. By induction we then �nd `(Bi) � �(Gi) = 2jEij � jVij:`(Bi) = `(Bi�1) + jCij � �(Gi�1) + jCij � �(Gi)Equality holds if and only if all jEi�1\Cij = �i. If B is fundamental then �i = 1 for alli by lemma 3 and Ei�1\Ci is a single edge for all i as claimed. If B is not fundamental,than we always have an j such that Cj � Ej�1 and thus jEj�1 \Cjj = jCjj > 0 = �j.Thus `(Bj) > �(Gj).Moreover, if `(B) = 2jEj� jV j then, by theorem 14, B is a minimal cycle basis.In the following we derive some weaker conditions for which (9) is sharp.Lemma 16. Let G(V;E) be a 2-connected graph. If `(B) = 2jEj � jV j for a cyclebasis B, then G is planar.Proof. By theorems 15 equality in equation (9) implies that B is minimal, elementaryand fundamental. Thus there exists an ordering of B as described in lemma 3. Bytheorem 15 every cycle Ci has exactly one edge in common with C1[� � �[Ci�1. Thusby induction we can add the \ear" Pi fromCi into the planar drawing of C1[� � �[Ci�1,for all i � 2.Lemma 17. Let G(V;E) be a Hamiltonian graph. Then there exists a cycle basis Bfor which `(B) = 2jEj � jV j holds if and only if G is outerplanar.
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